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English II
Alg II/Trig (Hon)
Chemistry (Lab)
Ancient Civilization
Spanish III (Hon)

English II Teacher:Section:Course: EN200 Thomas Baeniarn04

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Semester 2 Final

Grade A B B+ B+ A- A- A-

Effort 4 3 4 5
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course I liked!) and his dialogue was quite natural.  Greg, himself, is a talented writer.  I do hope that he will 
continue to develop that talent by taking the time to put his creative thoughts down on paper.      

         



Grade: 10Dellerege, Greg Charles

Alg II/Trig (Hon) Teacher:Section:Course: MA260 Fernando Niasen01

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Semester 2 Final

Grade A- B B- B B B B

Effort 4 3 4

Exam C B

Gregory has satisfactorily completed all requirements of AlgII/Trig. While he did not do as well as expected on Gregory has satisfactorily completed all requirements of AlgII/Trig. While he did not do as well as expected on 
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Chemistry (Lab) Teacher:Section:Course: SC230 Lindsey Lir01

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Semester 2 Final

Grade B+ B B- B B+ B+ B+

Effort 4 3 3 4

Exam B- A-
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This project enabled Greg to interact like a real scientist: gathering data, collecting information through 
experimentation, and collaborating with other experts to reach a conclusion. I have been impressed with Greg's 
continued excellent work this quarter. His understanding of the material and his real grasp of the more complex 
topics makes him an excellent candidate for AP Chemistry - I hope that he will consider it for next year!

Ancient Civilization Teacher:Section:Course: SS420 Joseph Dasece04

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Semester 2 Final

Grade A- B+ B+ A- B+ B+ A-

Effort 4 3 4 4

Exam B+ B+
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the material and he is able to express that knowledge clearly in his written work. When working in groups, 
Gregory is careful not to be overbearing in his own mastery of the information with his fellow students and, with 
great reserves of patience, he is willing to spend the time making sure they understand the information.  His term 
paper on the setting surrounding the Jack the Ripper murders was thoughtful and thoroughly researched.  His 
other formal writing this semester was successful as well, although they lost a bit of their intensity as the quarter 
drew to a close. The ability to write lucidly is so very important and Gregory seems to be far along in mastering 
this skill.  It will serve his well next year in American History.  Gregory was truly a delight to have in class with his 
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Grade: 10Dellerege, Greg Charles

Course: SS420 Ancient Civilization (continued)

wit and judicious opinions. I really enjoyed getting to know him.  Gregory, I wish you all the best in your junior wit and judicious opinions. I really enjoyed getting to know him.  Gregory, I wish you all the best in your junior 
year!
wit and judicious opinions. I really enjoyed getting to know him.  Gregory, I wish you all the best in your junior 
year!
  

Spanish III (Hon) Teacher:Section:Course: FL335 Deena Bimiff01

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Semester 2 Final

Grade B+ B+ A- A- A- A- A-

Effort 4 4 4 4

Exam A- A-

Greg is a model of perserverance to those who tend to give up too easily.  Because Gregory is realistic about his Greg is a model of perserverance to those who tend to give up too easily.  Because Gregory is realistic about his 
capabilities and limitations in Spanish, he is able to zero in on specific areas as he studies and make good use of 
Greg is a model of perserverance to those who tend to give up too easily.  Because Gregory is realistic about his 
capabilities and limitations in Spanish, he is able to zero in on specific areas as he studies and make good use of 
his time.  I wish him well next year and hope that he enjoys the challenges of the AP class

Quarter GPA 4.28

Semester GPA 4.28

Semester GPA (unweighted): 3.88

Cumulative GPA 4.34

Cumulative GPA (unweighted): 1.98

Year End GPA Weighted 4.30 Year End GPA Unweighted 3.90

Curr GB Avg 81.50Qtr GB Avg 85.00
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